Machines / Tools: Silhouette Cameo 4 & Mobipress bundle

Silhouette Cameo 4 & Mobipress bundle

Silhouette Cameo 4 vinyl cutter & Green MobiPress bundle For tips & tricks subscribe to www.silhouetteschoolblog.com 6 month guarantee on
Cameo 4, 12 month guarantee on MobiPress. Includes sample of vinyl, heat transfer and stencil material Free Holiday Designs code.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Sales price R9,800.00
Sales price without tax R8,521.74

Ask a question about this product

Description

Silhouette Cameo 4:
Built-in roll feeder allows you to easily load and cut rolled materials like vinyl and heat transfer.
Built-in crosscutter lets you trim vinyl or heat transfer right from the roll.
3 mm clearance for thicker materials.
Sliding lid and backlit touch panel give your machine a sleek, compact aesthetic.
Bluetooth® connectivity allows wireless cutting.
Print & Cut registration capability
PixScan™ compatible
Driven by free Silhouette Studio® software to give you limitless design options to customize your project.
Mac/Windows compatible

Contains:
Silhouette Cameo 4
12-inch cutting mat
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AutoBlade
Silhouette Studio® software (digital download)
100 exclusive designs (digital download)
1-month Silhouette Design Store subscription (available with tool registration)
Adapters for standard blade, premium blade, deep-cut blade, 2mm Kraft Blade, and Silhouette sketch pens
Basic Instruction Guide (digital download)
Power cable & USB cable

What else should you buy with this:
See Silhouette starter kits here
and Silhouette tools here

Green MobiPress:
If you’re a hobbyist who loves Heat Transfer Vinyl and you’ve had enough of using an iron, want and add on, or you simply can’t justify the
cost and space of a heat press, then check out this baby!
Working very much the same as the EasyPress by Cricut.
The MobiPress Mini Heat Press Tool is a fantastic value for the hobby crafter and easy to travel!
In the box is every thing you need to get started with heat transfer vinyl.
And it is a convenient size of 9" x 9". (23.5cmx23.5cm) (Works on SA Voltage 220v & SA plug)
It’s the answer to all your hobby HTV wishes!
No more guessing temperature and time with an iron.
No more forgetting to turn off the steam.
No more fear of breaking the iron handle.

More info:
One 9" x 9" evenly heated plate.
Comfortable handle which is safe and easy to grip.
Insulated base which keeps your machine protected.
Teflon Sheet and Silicone Mat comes included in the box.
This iron-on heat press machine can transfer photos, words on cotton, fiber, metal, bags, mouse mats, jigsaw puzzles, and more,
suitable for producing gifts, advertisement and many other unique & fun items it caters brilliantly for DIY.
EASY TO USE - Arrives fully assembled and with everything you need ready to get started out of the box.
Time: 0-300s. When the timer reaches 0s an audible sound will alarm, this will avoid over heating you projects.
AUTO SHUT OFF- The machine shuts off automatically after 10 mins standby time. it is much safer.
Portable Pro-level performance. Home-friendly design.
Ceramic•coated surface and two unique heating elements create edge-to-edge heat for flawless transfers.
Incredibly simple to use.
So many hot possibilities.
Lightweight 4.6kg. portable. easy to store. and compatible with most major brands of heat-transfer vinyl (HTV).
A perfect complement to any digital or die-cutter.
Design and cut or print your own iron-on image, then transfer them perfectly with your mini press. It's as easy as that.
Personalise anything from baby gear, T-shirts, team wear, shopping totes, canvas shoes, blankets, and more. Try it on wood!
Insulated Safety Base keeps tho heat plate safe and protected: auto shutoff feature turns it off after 10 minutes of inactivity. An Ideal DIY
tool.
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Temperature control up to 392°F (200°C).
Check the Interactive Quick Reference Guide. enter time and temperature. and press Go- that's it!
Advanced heat plate design.
Fast and foolproof results that really stick, wash after wash.
Professional Iron-on results In 60 seconds or less.

In the Box:
1 x Insulated Base
1 x High Temperature Silicone Mat
1 x Teflon Sheet
1 x Detailed Instruction Manual With its :
* Easy set digital controls for temperature and time
* One press countdown timer
* Comfortable heat resistant handle
* 9” x 9” (22cm x 22cm) dry and even heated plate
* Insulated base
* 12 month warranty.

*free samples not included for wholesale customers
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